
 

 

Traffic Advisory in connection 

 

  KMDA is expected to start the work from the night of 01/12/2017. T

the renovation work of Dhakuria

regulated in the following manner from 

completion of the work (Approximately 40 days)

(1) Movement of all kinds of goods vehicles will be restricted for 24 hrs.

(2) Small vehicles will ply normally in both bounds along Dhakuria Bridge. 

(3) Buses/Mini Buses will be regulated in tidal manner as detailed below

A.   06.00 hrs till 14.00

diverted via Southern Avenue 

towards Prince A

B. 14.00 hrs till 22.00

diverted via Prince

towards Southern Avenue, for onw

(4) Other vehicular traffic including small cars may also be diverted from 

Dhakuria Bridge and other arterial/feeder roads by the traffic police on duty 

as and when considered necessary.

  

Traffic Advisory in connection with renovation work of Dhakuria Bridge

KMDA is expected to start the work from the night of 01/12/2017. T

the renovation work of Dhakuria Bridge, vehicular movement along the bridge will be 

regulated in the following manner from the morning of 02/12/2017 and continue till 

(Approximately 40 days). 

Movement of all kinds of goods vehicles will be restricted for 24 hrs.

mall vehicles will ply normally in both bounds along Dhakuria Bridge. 

Buses/Mini Buses will be regulated in tidal manner as detailed below

hrs till 14.00 hrs - the south-bound buses/ mini buses will be 

via Southern Avenue – Boroj Road – Lake Gardens Flyover 

Anwar Shah Road, for onward journey. 

hrs till 22.00 hrs - the north-bound buses/mini buses will be 

rince Anwar Shah Road - Lake Gardens Flyover 

towards Southern Avenue, for onward journey. 

Other vehicular traffic including small cars may also be diverted from 

Dhakuria Bridge and other arterial/feeder roads by the traffic police on duty 

as and when considered necessary.  
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